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Scotland has unveiled its new comedy strand, Skav's Ludicrous Land (Daring, Ninja in the Head),
launching two new comedy series in spring and summer 2012. The new strand will consist of a nine-
part series of six-minute comedy, which will be available as podcast and video downloads. The first

series, Skav's Ludicrous Land will launch on Monday, 29 March 2012. Skav's Ludicrous Land will air in
the week following BBC Scotland's regular five-week Tuesday night comedy strand, The Turn on BBC
One Scotland on Monday, 29 March 2012. Viewers will be treated to an exciting new comedy offering

from BBC Scotland and produced by Big Talk Productions (The Caesars, Made in Scotland). The
ambitious series, written by comedian Stephen Horne and broadcast in six-minute chunks as

podcast, will explore the world of modern-day public service announcements. It will be directed by
Richard Briers. Skav is a highly inventive live sketch show written by Stephen Horne and performed

by an extraordinary cast of 20 characters, including Romesh Ranganathan, Mpho Koaho, Tanya
Moodie, Paul Ritter and Peter Serafinowicz. The series will also feature Ronni Ancona, Chloe de Amor,

Sam Littlemore and Zoe McKinnie. Director Adam Buxton said: "Daring, Ninja in the Head is a
testament to the unique energy, creativity and vitality of the Scottish comedy scene. What I love

most about the series is that it is conceptually and structurally different from all the comedy I watch
or make and yet is so engaging and laugh-out-loud funny in its own way. "I'm delighted that Skav's

Ludicrous Land will be this spring's first comedy series on BBC One Scotland. We're currently
developing more series around the same premise but, with the support and backing of BBC Scotland
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